Instructions:
1. Turn on the back pushbutton switch by pressing it in
2. Fill Dynavap with material of your choosing
3. Gently press the Dynavap into the chamber until you feel the tactile switch activate and hold that position
4. Wait for 1-2 clicks and remove the Dynavap from the chamber (usually about 5-10 seconds)
5. Enjoy the flavor
6. Wait for 1-2 cool-down clicks
7. Repeat steps 3-6 to desired preference (usually 3-4 cycles)
8. Turn off the back pushbutton switch

Charging:
- The heater’s chamber LED will shift from green to yellow as the battery level is depleted
- To recharge, plug the charger into the wall and the cord into the heater
- The charger LED will be red when charging and green when fully charged
- For maximum battery life, it is best to not leave the heater on the charger at all times or use extensively while charging
- Never use anything other than official Dynatec battery chargers to power or charge the device

Tips:
- The first heat cycle is typically light and full of flavor. Quick back-to-back heat cycles and short pulses of heating will increase vapor production.
- For extra heating, try holding the Dynavap in for a couple seconds after the click.
- Experiment and find what works for you.